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December ’18 update 
It’s hard to believe that we have reached the halfway point in the Carbon Landscape 

Citizen Science project which started in July 2017 and runs until June 2020. Firstly on 

behalf of the Carbon Landscape Programme team we would like to say a big thank you 

to everyone who has taken part in the surveys of our target species. Volunteers are at the 

heart of the Citizen Science project and from the positive feedback received, we know 

how much you have enjoyed helping us to build a detailed picture of the distribution of 

key species across the landscape. Joan Hunter’s article on pages 10-12 gives a fascinating 

insight into two volunteers’ experiences across a range of surveys. Thanks to the many 

hours you have spent in the field we now know a lot more about some of the species 

which are the focus of the habitat creation and restoration work being carried out across 

the Carbon Landscape by volunteers and staff. There is still a lot more to discover and 

with your continued support during the 2019 survey season we hope to improve further 

our knowledge of species distribution and how we can support their conservation. 

 

Survey training workshops 
Seventeen workshops have been delivered by specialists in their field, to prepare 

volunteers for the surveys and have been well attended with a total of 168 training places 

taken up. We would like to express our thanks to the trainers for transmitting their 

passion for wildlife recording and species knowledge to our citizen scientists, and to the 

volunteers who have mentored new recorders, helping them to improve their ID skills 

and build their confidence. We will be publicising dates for the 2019 workshops early in 

the New Year.  
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Survey updates 
We are delighted with the interest shown in the project with more than 50 volunteers 

completing over 200 surveys so far and submitting their data for dragonflies, wetland 

birds, farmland birds, willow tits, plants and water voles. 

Not surprisingly, the weather has a major impact on species detectability and breeding 

success. 2018 was certainly a year of extremes with the ‘Beast from the East’ hitting us in 

March and low temperatures persisting through until the end of April. Then in complete 

contrast the long, hot, dry summer which seemed to be never ending with most of us, 

unbelievably, praying for rain. 

We had to update our health and safety advice to cater for the possibility of heat stroke, 

not something we ever anticipated being a risk in the NW of England! 

  

© Stephen Atkins 
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Winter farmland birds 

The objective of this survey is to monitor the abundance and distribution of farmland 

birds and to identify the importance of different farmland habitats and crop types. Poor 

over winter survival has been identified as one of the main drivers of farmland bird 

declines. Canary Grass was planted as a crop on the Chat Moss fields in Salford, for the 

first time (as far as is known) in 2017. In the autumn of 2017, a number of fields growing 

canary grass were left unharvested due to the wet conditions, and it soon became 

apparent that the rich seed heads were proving a magnet for finches and buntings. 

Fortuitously, the availability of the crop to over wintering birds coincided with a large 

influx of chaffinches and smaller numbers of bramblings from continental Europe. The 

flocks were truly impressive with counts exceeding 1100 finches in one field on Chat Moss 

at the end of February. 
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The British Trust for Ornithology is running the English Winter Bird Survey this winter, 

funded by Natural England which will collect data to monitor the effects of agri-

environment scheme management on bird populations in winter. The organisers 

contacted us back in October to advise that they wanted to integrate data collection 

with other existing regional winter bird surveys. We informed the BTO about the Carbon 

Landscape Winter Farmland Bird Survey and offered to share the data collected by our 

volunteers, so that it will be included in the national analysis. We received a positive 

response from the EWBS organisers who said “it sounds like there is a lot of crossover and 

much benefit in working together”. There is very little geographic overlap between the 

two surveys and we have recruited additional recorders for winter 2018-19 increasing 

coverage to 32 1-km squares. 

 

Willow tits 

42 territories were registered across 17 1-km squares giving an average of 1.42 territories 

per occupied square. Absence was recorded in an additional nine squares. Mark 

Champion summarised the 2018 Willow Tit season as one where breeding was delayed 

due to the cold spring and there was generally a poor response to the tape lure thus 

giving a false impression of absence. However, the long spell of fine weather from May 

onwards undoubtedly helped the birds to have a successful breeding season and it was 

considered to be the best ever year for family parties. Dave Steel has been recording 

Willow Tits on the Salford mosslands for 21 years and estimated 25 territories in 2018. 

The RSPB will be running a national survey in 2019-20 and we have agreed to share the 

data collected by Carbon Landscape volunteers with them which will be used in the 

national analysis to support ongoing conservation work of the UK’s second fastest 

declining bird. 
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Water voles 

Following on from two successful workshops run by Tony Parker (NW mammal recorder) 

at Risley Moss SAC where volunteers were able to get up close to water vole feeding 

remains and latrines (!), we allocated 26 1-km squares for survey. However, the results 

were disappointing with presence recorded in just two squares, at Low Hall LNR (SD6103) 

and Poolstock Brook (SD5704). Nonetheless we do know that this endangered mammal 

still occurs elsewhere in the Carbon Landscape as the photograph below shows. This was 

taken in the Bickershaw area in May but the ditches had dried out when the survey was 

carried out later in the summer. So there is still hope of finding water voles and the 

surveys will continue in 2019. 
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Bitterns 

Co-ordinated breeding Bittern surveys were carried out in April and May at Bickershaw 

and the Wigan Flashes by 12 early risers hoping for the chance of hearing a booming 

Bittern. Unfortunately, we were disappointed despite simultaneously covering ten survey 

points at the Wigan Flashes and three at Bickershaw a week later.   

Winter surveys are taking place at both sites and also at Pennington Flash in December 

2018 and January 2019. During the Pennington Flash survey on 17th December, Andy 

Hankinson, Carbon Landscape trainee, saw a Bittern fly out from the reedbed at dusk. 

Bitterns have been recorded, at all three sites between 2015 and 2017, so we are hoping 

to find more when we repeat the survey in January.   

The Bittern Monitoring Programme states that given the growing number of successful 

nests reported across the country, it is increasingly likely that new and formerly-occupied 

sites will become occupied by booming Bitterns in the near future, so we will continue 

with the breeding surveys in spring 2019. 

  
© Graham Roberts 
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Damselflies and Dragonflies (Odonata) 

The summer can be split into two halves with the long spell of hot, dry weather during 

May and June providing excellent conditions for Odonata. However, the prolonged dry 

spell resulted in many water bodies drying up in July and August, so it remains to be 

seen what impact the hottest summer in 40 years has had on our damselfly and 

dragonfly populations. The 2019 surveys will hopefully provide us with the answers.  

The season started with an incredible 533 Banded Demoiselles recorded along a 400 

metre section of the River Glaze near Little Woolden Moss. In June, 954 individuals of 11 

species, including an unprecedented count for the area of 75 Black-tailed Skimmers 

were observed at a site on the Salford mosslands. Good numbers of Red-eyed 

Damselflies were present on the old loop of the River Mersey at Woolston Eyes SSSI with 

34 recorded during the June survey. This is a relatively new colonist to the NW and whilst 

Woolston Eyes is currently the premier local site for the species it was also found at 

Rixton Clay Pits in 2018. It will be interesting to see where else it turns up in 2019. 

 

  

© Brian Baird 
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We have recently completed a data exchange with the British Dragonfly Society recorder 

for South Lancashire (VC 59) which will ensure that our Citizen Science records 

contribute to the State of Dragonflies 2020, a report which will analyse national trends in 

breeding species and changes in distribution since the Atlas of Dragonflies in Britain and 

Ireland published in 2014. 

 

Plants 

Botanists who attended one of the plant survey workshops run by Debbie Wallace on 

Amberswood Common in the spring, and who signed up for a survey square in the 

Carbon Landscape, were invited to attend a Grasses ID workshop to improve their 

identification skills. The data collected from this survey will be shared with the Botanical 

Society of the British Isles (BSBI) vice-county recorders in Cheshire and South Lancashire 

and will contribute towards the new BSBI Atlas 2020 which will map the distribution of 

plants across the UK. 

 

Wetland bird survey (non breeding) 

Workshops took place at the Wigan Flashes and Woolston Eyes SSSI and ten sites, some 

of which have not been surveyed since the 1990’s are now being counted on a monthly 

basis from September round to March. In addition Moss Farm Fisheries, Risley Moss SAC 

and Silver Lane Pools SBI in Warrington have been counted for the first time for WeBS. 

Amberswood Common Lake is a favourite haunt of a small Pochard flock numbering up 

to 19, remarkably this exceeds the numbers recorded so far this winter at much larger 

sites including Wigan Flashes LNR and Woolston Eyes SSSI. 
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Agreement has been reached with the British Trust for Ornithology’s national Wetland 

Bird Survey (WeBS) team for our volunteers to register with them and submit their counts 

through WeBS online. This not only ensures the data is included in the national waterbird 

reports and statistics but also means we have access to the data collected from all the 

WeBS sites in the Carbon Landscape. 

 

Breeding farmland bird and breeding wetland bird 
surveys 

We will provide an update on these in the next newsletter. 

 

A survey for all seasons 
Joan Hunter, Citizen Scientist 

In the words of the famous Christmas carol, “In the bleak mid-winter, frosty winds made 

moan. Earth stood hard as iron, water like a stone.” Such were the conditions at the start 

of our survey season last December. Wearing just about every item of clothing we 

possessed, Bryony and I headed out and about around Arctic Astley and Irlam, in our 

capacity as Carbon Landscape Project Citizen Scientists. 

Winter farmland birds were our first survey targets. Over the space of two visits to each of 

our two kilometre square patches, we quickly got our bearings around Yellowhammer 

Alley, Tree Sparrow Trees (OK, not very original!) and Brambling Corner No 1. To get to 

Brambling Corner No 2 we had to run the gauntlet of Rat Alley where rats the size of 

Labradors live, thanks to the generosity of the local pheasants sharing their grain with 

them. 
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Amongst many of the highlights we encountered were flocks of over 500 Wood Pigeons, 

fields of Lapwing, torrents of Long-tailed Tits rushing along the hedgerows towards us 

and inquisitive Goldcrests landing on branches inches from our faces. And then there 

were the Willow Tits, whose distinctive call was to be heard on all our surveys. One pair 

(on Willow Tit corner) seemed very friendly and would come and seek us out; others 

would be rather more reserved. Our Wetland non-breeding bird surveys produced an 

impressive Snipe roost – and Willow Tits! 

Winter melted into spring, bringing with it breeding farmland bird surveys, Willow Tit 

surveys (the official ones!) and Water Vole surveys.  The Lapwing were busy raising their 

young and providing a ready supply of food for a local Sparrowhawk. Cuckoo and Curlew 

were calling. Brown Hare were everywhere. Our friendly Willow Tits were busy with a hole 

in a dead tree stump (rather inconveniently bringing the contractors to a halt for 6 weeks 

in that area). Whitethroat hedge became a new feature along our route, as did Barn Owl 

field where, at 11.00 am one day, we watched a Barn Owl hunting and take its catch up 

to a purpose built nest box. Two Blue Tit fledglings gathered at our feet, gazing wide-

beaked at us whilst we watched the Barn Owl – much to the distress of their parents.  

Who said you had to get up early to get the most from these surveys? 

Sadly, our Water Vole surveys offered no sign of Water Voles – only Mink paw prints and 

poo! However, we did encounter yet more pairs of Willow Tit. And so it was time to 

conduct the “official” Willow Tit surveys. No problem, we confidently thought. How wrong 

we were! Where had they all gone, we wondered, as we diligently stopped every 200 

metres, playing the call in vain? Even our friendly pair could only muster a distant, feeble 

response. Trying hard not to take this personally, we focussed on the science and 

wondered if Willow Tits generally go quiet between these specific survey periods. Maybe 

the best time to survey them is when they are not busy nesting or raising their young?   
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Whilst waiting patiently for a response at Willow Tit corner one day, we were rewarded 

with what is a strong contender for our highlight of the year. Our attention had been 

drawn to something fluttering in the leaf litter at the foot of some trees. Incredibly, we 

were witnessing a pair of Treecreepers caught in the act of making baby Treecreepers.  

What a treat – for us, as well as them! After a few minutes of amorous activity, one flew off 

and the other climbed up a tree. 

Summer time meant plant survey time. We were clocking up an impressive species list 

along our transects at Bickershaw when disaster struck in the form of drought and fires.  

Habitat which had been lush and green at the start of the survey period was dried up 

and burnt by our second visit. Fortunately, the Willow Tits on site seemed to have 

survived. As summer turned to autumn, the ditches at Bickershaw filled with water again, 

but sadly no Water Voles as yet. 

Almost a year has gone by since we began our surveys and we are looking forward to 

starting all over again. During our recent winter farmland bird habitat survey we found 

that Tree Sparrows have taken over the hedge occupied by the Whitethroats in the 

summer. What discoveries and delights await us this winter, I wonder? Why not sign up 

for a survey square yourself? 

 

Data sharing 

In addition to the organisations mentioned above, the data collected by our citizen 

scientists are being shared with the Environment Agency and Natural England. The 

Lancashire Wildlife Trust and rECOrd (the Cheshire Local Record Centre) can log into the 

system at any time to see the most up-to-date survey data. 
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Data Manager’s brain dump 

I’m blown away 

The first thing I would like to do is say how much I 

appreciate the dedication of our Citizen Scientists. Each 

coloured square on our maps actually relates to hours 

and hours of field work out in the Carbon Landscape. The 

surveys are very involved with volunteers doing their best 

to accurately record everything from the percentage of 

wood which is dead and how rotted it is through to 

estimating canopy cover and the density of wooded 

areas. New volunteers continue to register, allocations 

continue to be adopted and the survey data keeps rolling in. Looking at the submitted 

surveys what is abundantly clear is how much care, and pride, the volunteers are taking 

in their survey work. Thank you to each and every one of you. Without your eyes and ears 

we wouldn’t have the data in place to be able to measure change over time. Well done! 

 

Behind the scenes: tech vs. design 

Occasionally they let me out of the office and I get to 

meet you which is always a treat. A regular question I get 

from you is about the tech underpinning the survey 

portal. There is no clever framework or content 

management system at work. The whole thing is just 

plain old, grass roots, SQL (a database with eight tables) 

and scripting. Tech is actually really low on my list of 

concerns. Data security aside, the tech is the easy bit. 

Unquestionably the greatest challenge for me, beyond trying to remember everybody’s 

names, is that of design, which I always do unplugged, on paper with a pencil and coffee.  
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I wanted to build our Citizen Scientists a portal which is non-threatening, aesthetically 

pleasing and, is as much as possible, fun to use. ‘Fun’ is being used loosely here given we 

are talking about a database system after all. My son’s VTech Roll and Learn Activity 

Suitcase, albeit with a less vivid and more limited colour palette, became my site-wide 

design template and ‘how would VTech do it?’ has become a mantra I remind myself of 

during each design and workflow workshop. 

 

What I feel VTech do really well is hiding complexity. Our portal is not short of complexity. 

Users have pending, current and historical allocations for up to 8 distinct species surveys, 

spanning a landscape of 160 one kilometre squares. Some allocation sites are grid 

squares, whilst others follow features on the ground. Then each survey type typically 

includes a number of tailor made survey forms. Generally a habitat form, which is 

completed once per season, as well as one or more visit forms to capture species 

presence and activity information. Each survey form collects hundreds of pieces of data 

which all need to be captured, validated and stored in a way which allows them to be 

recalled easily and reported upon meaningfully. A workable solution could have easily 

looked like the examples below had the development been tech led rather than design 

led. 
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If volunteers, Carbon Landscape partners and Steve find the portal intuitive to navigate, 

visually pleasing and quick to load, with clear maps which are easy to understand and 

survey forms which are simple to fill-in then I’m on the right path to achieve what I set 

out to deliver. As always your feedback is encouraged and good suggestions will be 

added to the portal roadmap for development down the line. 

 

Currently available via the portal 

User registration Allocation maps My surveys dashboard 

 

 

 

 

 

Dragonfly forms Plants forms Water voles forms 
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Willow tit forms Winter farmland bird forms Ad-hoc records form  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mailing lists Basic cross-survey reporting Survey handbooks  

 

 

 

 

Land ownership module 
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What’s next? 

There is still much more to do. On the immediate horizon (by July 2019) we have: - 

 Bitterns survey forms 

 Farmland breeding birds forms 

 Breeding Wetland birds forms  

 Enhanced reporting e.g. custom query builder, mapping records, data summariser 

 Records shape sorter (a spreadsheet data import wizard to allow mass import of 

spreadsheet data) 

 My training module allowing you to manage event bookings and review training 

history 

 

More volunteers needed! 

There are plenty of opportunities to get involved in the Citizen Science project, whether 

you are an experienced recorder specialising in a particular taxonomic group, or just 

starting out and keen to improve your ID skills and gain survey experience. 

If you would like to discuss how you might contribute to the project, please email 

carbonlandscape@gmwildlife.org.uk or telephone Stephen Atkins (Citizen Science 

Project Officer) on 0161  342 4121. We look forward to hearing from you! 

We hope to provide more frequent updates over the next 18 months and would 

welcome your suggestions as to what to include in future issues of this newsletter. If 

anyone would like to contribute a short article on their survey experiences and 

involvement in the Citizen Science project please get in touch. Your photos of the 

Carbon Landscape’s habitats and wildlife would also be gratefully received. 

 

SEE YOU ALL IN 2019 

mailto:carbonlandscape@gmwildlife.org.uk

